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Dhl airport city israel

Yesterday, DHL Israel inaugurated its new headquarters and service center at the new Airport City complex in Tel Aviv, near Ben Gurion International Airport. In addition to more than 200 customers, officials and employees, John Mullen, CEO of DHL Express, and Ken Allen, CEO of the Express EMA region (emerging markets) attended the opening ceremony. I am very excited to
be in Israel because this is an important and successful DHL office. Israel's growing economy offers many business opportunities for our company. With the opening of this new, state-of-the-art facility, DHL will secure a leading position in the market, John Mullen mentioned. The new DHL headquarters and service center offers 470 employees the current working environment with
state-of-the-art IT technology. It will also serve the company's growing customer base through even more efficient workflows. The new building consists of 7600 square meters, of which 2600 square meters is an operational area with 40 entrances to freight vehicles and two entrances to semi-trailers. The new facility displaces four of the company's service centers based in
Jerusalem, Dan, Tel Aviv and Glil Yam. Located next to major transport routes and flashing away from the companies of their own customers dhl airport hangar will benefit from improved pick up &amp; delivery hours, safety standards and service level. The DHL center will also set a new level of creativity: People arriving by air to Tel Aviv will be welcomed to DHL by the largest
billboard in Israel. The roof of the 1650 square metre service centre is lined with red and yellow tiles forming the DHL logo. This logo can be seen from almost every incoming flight, as it is on the landing route at Ben Gurion International Airport. David Bondi, CEO of DHL Israel: Moving to our new home marks the end of a carefully planned process that aims to meet all the new
challenges we anticipate in our market in the coming years. We have already launched a daily flight from BRU to TLV via Bergamo and new services and updated our IT systems and technology infrastructure to serve our customers even better. Now, with the inauguration of the DHL Center, we are announcing the beginning of a new and exciting time for DHL Israel. Visual Search
TEL AVIV, ISRAEL - November 28: DHL Express display at Ben Gurion International Airport in Tel Aviv November 28, 2014. Editorial use only: This image can only be used for editorial purposes. The use of this image for advertising, commercial or promotional purposes is prohibited unless the licensee secures additional permissions. 123RF.com does not provide any customs
clearance services. Keywords Similar images DHL Express Israel heeft Top Employers Israel en Top Employers Middle East en Top Employers Global certificering toegewezen gekregen. DHL is a leading global brand in the Our DHL family of divisions offers an unparalleled portfolio of logistics services, ranging from domestic and international parcel deliveries, e-commerce
shipping and delivery solutions, international express, road, air and ocean transport for industrial supply chain management. With approximately 350,000 employees in more than 220 countries and territories around the world, DHL connects people and businesses securely and reliably to enable global trade flows. With specialized solutions for growth markets and industries,
including technology, life sciences and healthcare, energy, automotive and retail, proven corporate responsibility commitment, and an unparalleled presence in emerging markets, DHL is firmly positioned as a logistics company for the world. DHL is part of the Deutsche Post DHL Group. In 2016, The group generated revenues of more than €57 billion. * The company description for
this site is added by the organization and is not written by the Top Employers Institute. How do we certify how well do you think DHL Express? Do you have an opinion on DHL Express? Do you own this business? To continue, click the box below to let us know that you are not a robot. Logistics company DHL has also started distributing crown vaccines. The first flights took place
last week and the vaccines were transported from Brussels Airport to Israel, DHL announced on Tuesday.2005. The first-ever DHL flight with coronary vaccines landed last Wednesday at Ben Goerion Airport in Tel Aviv. The plane was welcomed there by Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. A day later, a second flight with the vaccine took place. We are pleased that after
months of preparation, our vaccine distribution mission has been launched and that we can leverage our logistical expertise and capabilities to make vaccines available worldwide, Travis Cobb, head of DHL Express's global operations network, was quoted as saying in a press release. DHL plans more flights with coronal vaccines in the coming weeks, but the company does not
give further details. DHL Express's location at Brussels Airport is one of the company's five main distribution centres around the world. The sorting plant employs about 1,500 people. People.
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